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Show Clay  
Who’s Boss.
CLAYMASTER® is a concentrated, nonhazardous, proprietary clay 
inhibitor that can be used with either polymer or bentonite viscosifying 
systems. It keeps clay cuttings from sticking to each other and drilling 
tools while reducing or even eliminating swelling of the bore. Using 
CLAYMASTER® will significantly reduce rotation and pullback pressures, 
easing wear and tear on your tooling.

• For sticky and swelling clays, use 2 to 4 quarts per 500 gallons 
depending on water sensitivity of the formation.

• For maximum effectiveness, CLAYMASTER® should be used starting  
with the pilot hole and all reaming and pullback stages. Clays begin 
swelling and absorbing water immediately upon contact with water 
starting with the pilot hole. CLAYMASTER® will eliminate or greatly 
reduce this problem.

Characteristics
Appearance: Clear Liquid  
Specific Gravity: 1.01
Solubility: Soluble in Brine & Fresh Water
Weight: 4.3 lb/pouch

• Keeps clay cuttings from sticking 
• Reduces swelling of the bore 
• Reduces rotation/pullback pressures

USE WITH POLYMER OR BENTONITE 
VISCOSIF YING SYSTEMS.

CLAYMASTER®

Clay Inhibitor
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CLAYMASTER® DRILL-X™ HP WYO-LUBE™ RRWYO-VIS® HP

Same Big 
Performance.  
New Smaller Size.
Our proven Wyo-Ben® CLAYMASTER®, DRILL-X™ HP, WYO-VIS® HP, and 
WYO-LUBE™ RR are now available in small, easy-to-handle, 64-oz pouches. 
Perfect for smaller bores, the new no-mess packaging makes mixing easy and 
minimizes waste. But while the packaging is new, the products are the same tried-
and-true Wyo-Ben solutions trusted for years on the largest bores. These quick-
mixing, field-proven fluids make every bore more effective and efficient, protecting 
your equipment and boosting your productivity. And since quality Wyo-Ben products 
are highly concentrated, you can always do more with less, saving you money in the 
long-run. Get the proven Wyo-Ben performance you need … now in a smaller, easier 
to handle package!
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